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Abstract
We prove that the asymptotic distribution of resonances has a multilevel
internal structure for the following classes of Hamiltonians H: Schro¨dinger oper-
ators with point interactions in R3, quantum graphs, and 1-D photonic crystals.
In the case of N ≥ 2 point interactions, the set of resonances Σ(H) essentially
consists of a finite number of sequences with logarithmic asymptotics. We show
how the leading parameters µ of these sequences are connected with the geometry
of the set Y = {yj}Nj=1 of interaction centers yj ∈ R3. The minimal parameter
µmin corresponds to the sequences with ‘more narrow’ and so more observable
resonances. The asymptotic density of such narrow resonances can be expressed
via the multiplicity of µmin, which occurs to be connected with the symmetries
of Y and naturally introduces a finite number of classes of configurations of Y .
In the case of quantum graphs and 1-D photonic crystals, the decomposition of
Σ(H) into a finite number of asymptotic sequences is proved under additional
commensurability conditions. To address the case of a general quantum graph,
we introduce families of special asymptotic density functions for two classes of
strips in C. The obtained results and effects are compared with those of obstacle
scattering.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Main goals and related studies
Let ∆ =
∑N
j=1 ∂
2
xj
be the Laplacian operator in the complex Lebesgue space L2C(R
m)
with odd m ≥ 1. For operators H obtained as various types of perturbations of
(−∆) on compact subsets of Rm, resonances k are defined as poles of the resolvent
(H − z2)−1 extended in a generalized sense through R into the lower complex half-
plane C− := {z ∈ C : Im z < 0} (this and other types of definitions can be found, e.g.,
in [4, 17, 55, 56]).
Reviews on resonances for obstacle and geometrical scattering can be found in
[17, 55, 56]. Due to various engineering applications, wave equations, resonances,
and related optimization problems for noncompact quantum graphs (see [35, 21, 14,
13, 24, 38, 39, 22, 16] and the monographs [10, 43]) and for point interactions (see
3[4, 15, 33, 5, 27, 40, 6] and the monographs [2, 7]) attracted a substantial attention
during the last decade.
The collection of all resonances Σ(H) ⊂ C that are associated with an operator
H (in short, resonances of H) is a multiset, i.e., a set in which an element e can be
repeated a finite number me ∈ N of times (this number me is called the multiplicity of
e). The multiplicity of a resonance k is defined as the multiplicity of the corresponding
generalized pole of (H− z2)−1 (e.g., [17, 56]) or as the multiplicity of a certain analytic
function built from the resolvent of H and generating resonances as its zeros ([4, 13,
14]).
Presently, there are only few Hamiltonians H for those it is known that Σ(H)
essentially decomposes into sequences {kn}n∈Z with prescribed asymptotics (‘essen-
tially’ here and below means that the decomposition takes place after a possible exclu-
sion of a finite number of resonances). Almost all such H are either one-dimensional
[36, 52, 12, 46, 42] or radial symmetric (see [53, 50, 17, 56] and references therein).
The exceptions are two examples of 3-dimensional (3-D) Schro¨dinger Hamiltonians
with 2 and 3 point interactions that were considered in [4] and for those Σ(H) con-
sists of one and two sequences, resp., both with logarithmic asymptotics of the form
C1t− iC2 Ln |t|+C0 + o(1) as integer t goes to ±∞ (where C1, C2 > 0 and C0 ∈ C are
constants). For the arguments of [4] concerning 3 point interactions the presence of ad-
ditional symmetries was important, i.e., the example possesses the group of symmetries
of a regular triangle embedded into R3. Here and below under the group of symmetries
of Y ⊂ R3 we understand the group of isometries Is of R3 such that IsY = Y .
The first goal of the present paper is to prove that Σ(H) essentially decomposes
into a finite number of sequences with logarithmic asymptotics for an arbitrary point
interaction Hamiltonian H = Ha,Y corresponding to the formal differential expression
−∆u(x) + “
N∑
j=1
µ(aj)δ(x− yj)u(x)“, x ∈ R3, N ∈ N, (1.1)
with a finite number N ≥ 2 of interaction centers yj ∈ R3 and the tuple a = (aj)Nj=1 ∈
CN of ‘strength’ parameters (see [4, 2, 7, 5] and Section 2 for the definition of Ha,Y ).
The second goal is to connect the leading parameters of these asymptotic sequences to
the geometry of the set Y = {yj}Nj=1 (Section 4).
Then we investigate to which extent the result about the structure of Σ(Ha,Y )
can be carried over from the case of point interactions to the case of quantum graph
Hamiltonians (Section 6).
Our interest in the internal structure of Σ(H) is motivated, in particular, by the
necessity to consider the notion of high-energy resonance asymptotics from the point of
view of Physics , where only the resonances that are closer to R play role (see [22] and
Section 5), and by the recent studies of narrow ‘topological’ resonances [24, 16]. The
rigorous definition of structural parameters of Σ(H) can also provide an approach to
optimization problems of the type of [12, Section 8], which involve the whole set Σ(H)
and are much less studied than problems on optimization of an individual resonance
[32, 33, 34].
4The results on the structure of Σ(H) in the cases of point interactions and quantum
graphs allow us to consider logarithmic {z ∈ C : −C2 ln(|Re z| + 1) − C0 ≤ Im z ≤
−C1 ln(|Re z|+ 1) +C0} or horizontal {−C2 ≤ Im z ≤ −C1} strips that contain ‘more
narrow’ resonances, to define related asymptotic densities, and, in the case of point
interaction Hamiltonians, to connect the density of narrow resonances to the group of
symmetries of the set of interaction centers.
Note that various types of strips containing ‘more narrow’ resonances have been
intensively studied in the context of obstacle scattering [47, 48, 49, 55, 28, 56], mainly,
with the use of corresponding counting functions.
Recall that the counting function NH(·) for resonances is defined by
NH(R) := #{k ∈ Σ(H) : |k| ≤ R}, (1.2)
where #E is the number of elements of a multiset E. The study of the asymptotics of
N(R) as R → ∞ for scattering poles associated with compactly supported potentials
in Rm with odd m ≥ 3 was initiated in [41] (for the relation between the notions of
scattering poles and resonances, see [17, 56]). This study was continued [53, 23, 45, 11,
50] and extended to a geometric scattering (see reviews in [55, 17, 56]), to quantum
graphs [13, 14, 39, 22], and to point interaction Hamiltonians Ha,Y [40, 6].
For any unbounded set S ⊂ C, one can define a restricted version of the counting
function NSH(R) := #{k ∈ S ∪ Σ(H) : |k| ≤ R}. It seems that the study of the
asymptotics of NSH(R) was originally motivated [31] by the fact that in the case of
even m, the generalized resolvent has a log-type branching point at z = 0. There-
fore the counting of resonances was restricted to sectors θ ≤ arg z ≤ 0, θ ∈ R−,
of the associated Riemannian surface [51] (for the case of odd m, see [47]). On
the other side, the existence of infinitely many resonances in a certain horizontal
strip S and asymptotic sequences in S were studied for the case of two convex ob-
stacles in connection with trapped broken characteristic rays (see [29, 18, 28] and
the reviews in [55, 28]). Trapping effects for obstacle scattering have motivated also
the investigation of asymptotics of NSH(R) for different types of shaped strips S, in-
cluding semi-logarithmic strips {−C1 ln(|Re z| + 1) ≤ Im z ≤ 0} and cubic strips
{−C2|Re z|1/3 − C0 ≤ Im z ≤ −C1|Re z|1/3 + C0} (see [47, 48, 49, 28, 30] and refer-
ences therein; here C0, C1, C2 > 0).
In [14], it was shown that the set of resonances Σ(HG) for a noncompact quantum
graphs G with the Kirchhoffs coupling lie in a certain horizontal strip S and the leading
term in the asymptotics of NH(R) = N
S
H(R) was connected with the structure of the
graph. In [13], the study of asymptotics of NH(R) was extended to quantum-graphs
with general self-adjoint couplings, and it was shown that the set of resonances is
contained in a union of a horizontal strip with a finite number of logarithmic strips.
In Section 7, we discuss some similarities between the structure of Σ(H) for point
interactions and quantum graphs on one hand, and various cases of obstacle scattering
on the other hand.
51.2 Overview of main results and methods of the paper
Our initial step to find asymptotic sequences inside of Σ(H) is to use the observation
of [13, 14, 40] that the set of resonances is a set of zeroes of a certain exponential
polynomial F for the cases of noncompact quantum graphs and of point interaction
Hamiltonians (see also [39, 22, 5, 6]). By the Po´lya-Dickson theorem, the zeroes of
exponential polynomials are concentrated in a finite number of logarithmic strips (see
[9, 13, 39]; note that horizontal strips can be considered as a degenerated type of
logarithmic ones [8]).
We show that, in the case of a point interaction Hamiltonian Ha,Y associated with
(1.1), the corresponding F falls into a special class of exponential polynomials whose
distribution diagrams generate only retarded logarithmic strips (here and below the
terminology of [8] is used). The set of zeroes for such exponential polynomials splits
into a finite number of asymptotic sequences. Translating this result to the (multi-)set
Σ(Ha,Y ) we show that Σ(Ha,Y ) essentially consists of sequences that for integer t with
large |t| have an asymptotics of the form
2πµnt− iµn Ln |t|+ C + o(1)
and whose leading parameters µn form a finite set {µn}Mn=1 ⊂ R+. It is natural to say
that µn are the structural parameters of 1st order (the parameters of 2nd order ωn,j
are hidden inside constants C, see Theorem 3.4 for details). Each of the parameters
µn participates in a number rn ∈ N of asymptotic sequences. It is natural to call the
number rn the multiplicity of µn.
To show in Theorems 4.3-4.4 the interplay between {µn}Mn=1 and the metric geom-
etry of the tuple Y , we introduce a sequence of values sm, which are called m-sizes of
Y and are generalizations of the size of Y introduced in [40]. For integer m ∈ [0, N ],
let SN,m be the set of permutations σ ∈ SN of the symmetric group SN such that σ
has exactly N −m fixed points, i.e., SN,m := {σ ∈ SN : #{i : σ(i) 6= i} = m}. For
integer m ∈ {0} ∪ [2, N ], we define the m-size of Y by
sm = sm(Y ) := max
σ∈SN,m
N∑
j=1
|yj − yσ(j)|;
s1 = s1(Y ) := diamY, where diam(Y ) := max
1≤j,j′≤N
|yj − yj′| is the diameter of Y .
Then s0 = 0, s2 = 2diamY , s3 is the maximal perimeter of a triangle with vertices
in Y ; 1-size of Y is defined in a special way since SN,1 = ∅. The logic behind this
is that the equality s1 := (s2 + s0)/2 simplifies the formulation of Theorem 4.4. The
N -size sN was called in [40] the size of Y and used to define Weyl and non-Weyl types
of asymptototics for NHa,Y (·) (see the beginning of Section 4).
The connection between the parameters µn and m-sizes sm is established in The-
orems 4.3-4.4. However it is difficult to give an explicit rule of computation of the
leading parameters µn via m-sizes that works for any Y . The reasons for this are
shown by the examples of Section 4.3.
6The structural theorem for Σ(Ha,Y ) in the case of point interactions is quite special
and cannot be directly brought over even to the case of quantum graphs, which is
considered in Section 6. However this theorem give a hint how one can define the
structural parameters even if the decomposition of Σ(H) into asymptotic sequences is
not available. With this aim we use counting functions in ‘shaped strips’ similar to
that of [47, 48] and define via them corresponding asymptotic density functions. The
main examples of such functions in this paper are the logarithmic counting functions
N
log(µ,R) := #{k ∈ Σ(H) : −µ ln(|Re k|+ 1) ≤ Im k and |k| ≤ R}, (1.3)
and the associated logarithmic density function
Adlog(µ) := lim
R→∞
Nlog(µ,R)
R
, µ ∈ R, and Adlog(+∞) := lim
R→∞
NH(R)/R. (1.4)
The above definition of Adlog(+∞) is natural because, forHa,Y and for quantum graphs,
this limit exists and has a finite value that was studied in [14, 13, 40, 6] in connection
with Weyl-type asymptotics of NH(·).
For Ha,Y and for quantum graphs, the function Ad
log : (−∞,+∞] → [0,+∞) is
bounded, nondecreasing and satisfies Adlog(µ) = 0 for µ < 0 and Adlog(µ) = Adlog(+∞)
for large enough µ (this follows from the definition, results of [13, 14, 40], and Theorem
3.4). So it defines a bounded measure dAdlog(·) on R with a compact support. The
connection of Adlog(·) with the structure of Σ(H) is obvious in the case of Ha,Y from
Theorem 3.4 and in the case of quantum graphs from Theorem 6.4 (the latter evolves
from [13, Theorem 3.1], but describes Σ(H) on a more fine structural level). Namely,
the measure dAdlog(·) consists of a finite number of point masses, the minimum µmin of
its support and the height of the corresponding jump Adlog(µmin+0)−Adlog(µmin− 0)
are the parameters describing the high-energy asymptotics of ‘most narrow’ (and so
most physically relevant) resonances (see Section 5 and the discussion in [19]).
For Ha,Y , the parameter µ
min is always equal 1/ diamY . So the main parameter of
the formula (5.1) for the asymptotic density of narrow resonances Adlog(µmin + 0) −
Adlog(µmin − 0) is the multiplicity rnarrow of µmin, which is an integer number between
2 and N and is studied by Theorems 5.2 and 5.4. These theorems naturally lead to a
conjecture about the connection of the value of rnarrow with the group of symmetries
of Y .
The structural description of Σ(H) in the case of a quantum graph Hamiltonian H
is given in Section 6.1. It is more complex than that of Σ(Ha,Y ). In the case where
µmin = 0, a certain neutral strip {z ∈ C : | Im z| ≤ γ˜} contains an infinite number of
resonances, that are not necessarily decomposable into a finite number of asymptotic
sequences (at least we do not know a general enough theorem of such type for exponen-
tial polynomials). In the important case of the Kirchhoff coupling, the situation is the
worst possible. The measure dAdlog(·) consists of one point mass at µmin = 0, i.e., there
exists only one 1st order structural parameter, which does not describe any structure.
The description of the structure of Σ(H) should be encoded in the measure dAdhor
associated with another density function (6.2) built with the use of horizontal strips.
7However, the distribution of resonances in the non-decomposable cases is connected
with difficult questions arising in the exponential polynomial approach to the study of
zeros of Riemann zeta function (see the monograph [9] and the references therein). To
obtain a complete decomposition of Σ(H) into asymptotic sequences we impose the
additional commensurability condition ℓm1/ℓm2 ∈ Q on the lengths ℓm of edges of the
graph G (see Theorem 6.1 and the part (iii) of Theorem 6.4, here and below Q is the
set of rational numbers).
In Section 6.2, we brought the above results over the set of resonances of 1-D
photonic crystals using the fact that they can be considered as generalized ‘weighted’
quantum graphs with the Kirchhoff coupling (for another type of coupling for weighted
graphs, see [13]).
Notation. We use the convention that if n2 < n1, then {zn}n2n=n1 = ∅. The
following standard sets are used: the sets N, Z, Q, and R of natural, integer, rational,
and real numbers, resp., the lower and upper complex half-planes C± = {z ∈ C :
± Im z > 0}, open half-lines R± = {x ∈ R : ±x > 0}, open discs Dε(ζ) := {z ∈ C :
|z−ζ | < ε}, compact C-intervals [z1, z2] := {sz1+(1−s)z2 : s ∈ [0, 1]} with z1, z2 ∈ C,
C-intervals (z1, z2) := [z1, z2] \ {z1, z2} without endpoints. The above C-intervals are
called degenerate if z1 = z2. In a metric space U with the distance function ρU(·, ·)
(or in a normed space), we use open balls Bε(u0) := {u ∈ U : ρU(u, u0) < ε} always
assuming that ε > 0. For a normed space U , u0 ∈ U , S ⊂ U , and z ∈ C, we write
zS + u0 := {zu + u0 : u ∈ S}. For a function g defined on S, g[S] is the image of
S. The function Ln(·) (Arg0(·)) is the branch of the natural logarithm multi-function
ln(·) (resp., the complex argument Arg(·)) in C \ (−∞, 0] fixed by Ln 1 = iArg0 1 = 0.
For z ∈ R−, we put Ln z = Ln |z| + iArg0 z = Ln |z| + iπ. By ∂xf , ∂xjf , etc., we
denote (ordinary or partial) derivatives with respect to (w.r.t.) x, xj , etc.; deg p stands
for the degree of a polynomial p, degXj for the degree of a vertex Xj of a graph;
e = [1][2] . . . [N ] for the identity permutation. Here and below we use the square
brackets notation of the textbook [37] for permutation cycles, omitting sometimes,
when it is convenient, the degenerate cycles consisting of one element.
2 Resonances of point interaction Hamiltonians
Throughout this paper, the set Y = {yj}Nj=1 consist of N ≥ 2 distinct points y1, . . . ,
yN in R
3. Let a = (aj)
N
j=1 ∈ CN be the N -tuple of the ‘strength’ parameters.
The operator Ha,Y associated with (1.1), where δ(·−yj) is the Dirac measure placed
at the center yj ∈ R3 of a point interaction, is defined in [1, 2] for the case of real aj ,
and in [3, 5] for aj ∈ C. It is a closed operator in the complex Hilbert space L2C(R3)
and it has a nonempty resolvent set. The spectrum of Ha,Y consists of the essential
spectrum [0,+∞) and an at most finite set of points outside of [0,+∞) [2, 5] (all of
those points are eigenvalues).
The resolvent (Ha,Y − z2)−1 of Ha,Y is defined in the classical sense on the set of
8z ∈ C+ such that z2 is not in the spectrum, and has the integral kernel
(Ha,Y − z2)−1(x, x′) = Gz(x− x′) +
N∑
j,j′=1
Gz(x− yj) [Γa,Y ]−1j,j′ Gz(x′ − yj′), (2.1)
where x, x′ ∈ R3\Y and x 6= x′, see e.g. [2, 5]. Here Gz(x−x′) := eiz|x−x
′|
4π|x−x′|
is the integral
kernel associated with the resolvent (−∆−z2)−1 of the kinetic energy Hamiltonian −∆;
[Γa,Y ]
−1
j,j′ denotes the j, j
′-element of the inverse to the matrix
Γa,Y (z) =
[(
aj − iz4π
)
δjj′ − G˜z(yj − yj′)
]N
j,j′=1
, where G˜z(x) :=
{
Gz(x), x 6= 0
0, x = 0
.
(2.2)
The Krein-type formula (2.1) for the difference of the perturbed and unperturbed
resolvents of operators Ha,Y and −∆ can be used as a definition of Ha,Y (see [2]). For
other equivalent definitions of H and for the meaning of µ(aj) and aj in (1.1), we refer
to [1, 2, 7] in the case aj ∈ R, and to [3, 5] in the case aj 6∈ R. Note that, in the case
a ∈ RN , the operator Ha,Y is self-adjoint in L2C(R3); and in the case a ∈ (C− ∪ R)N ,
Ha,Y is closed and maximal dissipative (in the sense of [20], or in the sense that iHa,Y
is maximal accretive).
The set of (continuation) resonances Σ(Ha,Y ) associated with the operator Ha,Y
(in short, resonances of Ha,Y ) is by definition the set of zeroes of the determinant
det Γa,Y (·), which we will call the characteristic determinant. This is in agreement
with the cut-off resolvent pole definition of [17] and slightly differs from the one used
in [4, 2] because isolated eigenvalues are now also included into Σ(Ha,Y ). For the origin
of this and related approaches to the understanding of resonances, we refer to [4, 17, 44]
and the literature therein. The multiplicity of a resonance k will be understood as the
multiplicity of a corresponding zero of the determinant det Γa,Y , which is an analytic
function in z (see [2]). Equipped with the multiplicity, the set Σ(Ha,Y ) becomes a
multiset (for the discussions on multiplicities of resonances see e.g. [12, 17, 33, 56]).
The function det Γa,Y (·) is an exponential polynomial, which after a simple trans-
formation becomes of a special type considered in [8] (for the general theory see [9]).
Namely, introducing a new variable ζ = −iz and denoting Aj := 4πaj , one can see that
the modified characteristic determinant D(ζ) := (−4π)N det Γa,Y (iζ) can be expanded
by the Leibniz formula into the sum of terms
eζα(σ)p[σ](ζ) (2.3)
taken over all permutations σ in the symmetric group SN , Here the constants α(σ) ≤ 0
and the polynomials p[σ](·) have the form
α(σ) := −
∑
j:σ(j)6=j
|yj − yσ(j)|, p[σ](ζ) := ǫσK1(σ)
∏
j:σ(j)=j
(−ζ −Aj), (2.4)
where K1(σ) :=
∏
j:σ(j)6=j
|yj − yσ(j)|−1 > 0 (in the case σ = e, K1(e) := 1), (2.5)
9ǫσ is the permutation sign (the Levi-Civita symbol), and e is the identity permutation
(note that K1(σ) depends also on Y , and p
[σ](ζ) on a and Y ).
We will say that an exponential polynomial g(·) is an exp-monomial if it has the
form eβζp(ζ), where β ∈ C and p is a polynomial that is nontrivial in the sense that
p(·) 6≡ 0.
3 Logarithmic asymptotic chains of resonances
3.1 The distribution diagram and logarithmic strips
Summing (2.3) and writing the exponential polynomial D in the canonical form [9, 8],
one obtains
D(ζ) =
ν∑
j=0
Pβj (ζ)e
βjζ , (3.1)
where ν ∈ N ∪ {0}, βj ≤ 0, and the nontrivial polynomials Pβj (with coefficient
depending on a and Y ) are such that β0 < β1 < · · · < βν = 0. Clearly, P0(z) = Pβν =∏N
j=1(−ζ − Aj). The coefficients βj in (3.1) (and α(σ) in (2.3)) are called frequencies
of the corresponding exponential polynomials (resp., exp-monomials). We will use the
convention that
if b 6∈ {βj}νj=0, then Pb(·) is trivial in the sense that Pb(·) ≡ 0. (3.2)
Since we rely on the terminology and the results of the theory of zeros of exponential
polynomials given through [8, Sections 12.4-8], we try to keep our notation as close as
possible to that of [8]. It is difficult to achieve this aim completely, in particular, our
frequencies βj are nonpositive, while those of [8] are nonnegative.
It is obvious from the definition of sm (see Section 1) that
for each m ∈ (Z ∩ [0, N ]) \ {1},
there exists σ ∈ SN such that α(σ) = (−sm) and deg p[σ] = N −m. (3.3)
In the process of summation of exp-monomials of (2.3) some of the terms may cancel
so that, for a certain permutation σ ∈ SN , α(σ) is not a frequency of D. If this is the
case, we say that there is frequency cancellation for the pair {a, Y } (for two different
examples of frequency cancellation see [40] and Section 4.3).
Since N ≥ 2, there exists a nonzero frequency α(σ) that does not cancel for D, i.e.,
ν ≥ 1 and α(σ) is a frequency of D for certain σ 6= e. This fact was observed in [5,
the proof of Lemma 2.1] and, by a different argument, can also be seen from the next
lemma.
Lemma 3.1. (i) The number (−s2) is a frequency of D(·). Besides, degP−s2 = N −2.
(ii) Let N ≥ 3. Then (−s3) is a frequency of D(·). Moreover,
s3 = s2 if all the points of the set Y lie on one line; otherwise, s3 > s2. (3.4)
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Proof. (i) Consider the class of all transpositions σ = [j1j2], j1 6= j2, such that
|yj1 − yj2| = diamY = s2/2.
The corresponding terms of (2.3) are (−1)e−s2ζ(diamY )−2∏j 6=j1,j2(−ζ − Aj). The
highest order coefficients of their polynomial factors p[σ] coincide and cannot cancel each
other. The exp-monomial produced by summation of these terms has the polynomial
part of degree N − 2 and cannot be canceled by other terms of (2.3) because the other
terms either have a lower deg p[σ], or a different frequency α(σ). Thus, (−s2) is a
frequency of D.
(ii) The statement (3.4) is obvious from the triangle inequality. In the case s3 = s2,
(−s2) is a frequency of D due to (i). Assume s3 > s2. Then it is easy to modify the
proof of (i) to show that the frequency (−s3) does not cancel.
Consider the points Tβj = βj + i degPβj ∈ C, j = 0, . . . , ν, associated with the
canonical form (3.1) of D. Note that Tβν = T0 = iN .
The distribution diagram of D (see [8]) is the polygonal line L in C determined by
the following properties:
(L1) L joins Tβ0 with Tβν .
(L2) L has vertices only at the points of the set {Tβj}νj=1.
(L3) L is convex upward. (In particular, it is allowed to be of the form of one C-interval
[z0, z1]. This is the case for N = 2, but not only, see Section 4.3.)
(L4) There are no points of the set {Tβj}νj=1 above L in the sense that the C-intervals
(Tβj , βj − i) (with excluded endpoints) do not intersect L.
Let L1, L2, . . . , LM be the successive segments of L numbered from left to right and
such that L = ∪Mn=1Ln (it is assumed that each segment Ln is a closed nondegenerate
C-interval and the segments are maximal in the sense that two consecutive segments
do not belong to the same line). Note that L has no vertical segments (lying on the
lines Re z = c) due to (L4) (see also [8, Section 12.8]).
Let {Tn,h}νnh=1 := Ln ∩ {Tβj}νj=0, where Ln = [Tn,1, Tn,νn] and the points Tn,h on the
segment Ln are numbered from left to right, i.e., ReTn,1 < · · · < ReTn,νn,
T1,1 = Tβ0 , TM,νM = T0 = iN , and, if 2 ≤ n ≤ M , Tn−1,νn−1 = Tn,1. (3.5)
Put βn,h := ReTn,h and mn,h := ImTn,h = degPβn,h. Then the slopes µn of the
segments Ln are defined by
µn := tan(arg(Tn,νn − Tn,1)) =
mn,νn −mn,1
βn,νn − βn,1
, n = 1, . . . ,M. (3.6)
Note that
the sequence {µj}Mj=1 is strictly decreasing. (3.7)
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This follows from the convexity (L3) and the definition of the segments Ln.
The Po´lya-Dickson theorem on the zeroes of exponential polynomials [8, 9] states
that there exists constants wn ≥ 0, n = 1, . . . ,M, and the logarithmic strips
V(µn, wn) := {ζ ∈ C : |Re(ζ + µn ln ζ)| ≤ wn}, n = 1, . . . ,M, (3.8)
such that C \⋃Mj=1 V(µn, wn) can be decomposed into a finite number of subsets with
the property that in each of them one of the sums
∑
Tj∈Ln
Pβj (ζ)e
βjζ is of predominant
order of magnitude over the other terms in (3.1) as ζ → ∞ [8]. In particular, this
implies the following statement.
Lemma 3.2 ([8]). There is only a finite number of zeroes of D(·) in C\⋃nj=1 V(µn, wn).
3.2 Bunches of asymptotics chains of resonances
The main point of this subsection is that the modified characteristic determinant D
belongs to the more special subclass of exponential polynomials that generate only pos-
itive parameters µn, i.e., in the terminology of [8], all the logarithmic strips V(µn, wn)
for D are retarded. This allows us to apply the results of [8] about this subclass and
in this way to split Σ(Ha,Y ) into a finite number of sequences with a prescribed form
of asymptotics at ∞.
The fact that {µn}Mn=1 ⊂ R+ follows from (3.7) and the following statement.
Proposition 3.3. µM = 1/ diamY = 2/s2 and 1 ≤M ≤ N − 1.
Proof. Let us show that µM = 2/s2. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that (−s2) is a
frequency of D. Further, the arguments of the proof of Lemma 3.1 show that
degP−s2 = N − 2, T−s2 = −s2 + i(N − 2). (3.9)
The convexity (L3), (3.5), and the definition of µn imply that µM ≤ Im(TM,νM −T−s2)Re(TM,ν
M
−T−s2)
= 2
s2
.
Let us prove that µM ≥ 1/ diamY = 2/s2 by reductio ad absurdum. Assume
µM < 1/ diamY . Then there exist j < ν such that
N−degPβj
−βj
< 1
diamY
. So there exists
σ ∈ SN such that α(σ) = βj and (N − deg p[σ]) diamY < −α(σ). However, it follows
from (2.4) that (−1)α(σ) ≤∑j:σ(j)6=j diamY = (N − deg p[σ]) diamY , a contradiction.
By Lemma 3.1, M ≥ 1. Let us show that M ≤ N − 1. We see that
mn,h = ImTn,h = degPβn,h ∈ (Z ∩ [0, N ]) \ {N − 1} (3.10)
and, from the definitions of Tn,h, (3.7), and µn > 0, that the sequence ImT1,1, ImT2,1,
. . . , ImTM,1, ImTM,νM is strictly increasing. This implies that L has at most N − 1
segments.
The following theorem is the main result of the section.
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Theorem 3.4. There exist numbers M ∈ N, M0 ∈ N∪{0}, finite sequences {µn}Mn=1 ⊂
R+, {rn}Mn=1 ⊂ N, {ωn,j}rnj=1 ⊂ C \ {0} and {tn,j}rnj=1 ⊂ N for n = 1, . . . ,M , K0 =
{k[0]t }M0t=1 ⊂ C, and infinite sequences K±n,j = {k±n,j,t}+∞t=tn,j ⊂ C such that:
(i) Σ(Ha,Y ) =
⋃M
n=0Kn (taking into account multiplicities), where
Kn :=
(⋃rn
j=1K−n,j
)
∪
(⋃rn
j=1K+n,j
)
, n = 1, . . . , M .
(ii) Each of K±n,j has the following asymptotics as t ∈ N goes to +∞:
k±n,j,t
µn
= ±2πt− i Ln(t)∓ π/2− i Ln(2πµn) + i Ln(ωn,j) + o(1). (3.11)
(iii) The sequence {µn}Mn=1 is strictly decreasing and µM = 1diamY .
(iv) 1 ≤M ≤ N − 1 and 2 ≤ rM ≤
∑M
n=1 rn ≤ N .
The proof given below also explains how the parameters of the asymptotics (3.11)
can be found from the distribution diagram L.
Proof. We use the notation of Section 3.1 and the parameters defined therein. In
particular, M ≥ 1 is the number of segments of L, {µn}Mn=1 is the sequence defined by
(3.6). Let cn,h be the coefficient corresponding to the monomial of the highest degree
for the polynomial Pβn,h, i.e., cn,h = limζ→∞ Pβn,h(ζ)/ζ
mn,h 6= 0, h = 1, . . . , νn. Consider
the polynomial qn(ω) :=
∑νn
h=1 cn,hω
mn,h−mn,1 of the degree
rn := mn,νn −mn,1
and the finite sequence of its zeroes {ωn,j}rnj=1 (repeated according to their multiplici-
ties). Note that cn,1 6= 0 imply ωn,j 6= 0.
The statement (iii) of the theorem is already proved. Combining (iii) with [8,
Theorem 12.8 and 12.10 (d)] (see also [8, (12.8.11-12)], [8, Theorems 12.6-8], and [8,
Lemma 12.4] for details), we see that for each n = 1, . . . , M , there exists Rn ≥ 0
and sequences {ζ±n,j,t}+∞t=t±n,j ⊂ C±, j = 1, . . . , rn with the starting numbers t
±
n,j ⊂ N
satisfying the following properties:
(a) The sequence Z±n of all the zeroes of D in (V(µn, wn)∩C±) \DRn(0) is the union
of rn sequences {ζ±n,j,t}+∞t=t±n,j (taking into account multiplicities).
(b) Each of the sequences {ζ±n,j,t}+∞t=t±n,j has the asymptotics (cf. [8, Theorem 12.8])
ζ±n,j,t
µn
= Lnωn,j − Ln | ± 2πµnt + µnArg0(ωn,j)∓ µnπ/2|+ i(±2πt∓ π/2) + o(1).
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Due to Lemma 3.2, one sees that only a finite sequence Z0 of zeroes of D does not
get into the multiset
⋃n
j=1Z±n . Passing from ζ to z = iζ and from zeroes ofD(ζ) to that
of det Γa,Y (z), we obtain statements (i)-(ii) of Theorem 3.4. Note that iζ
±
n,j,t = k
∓
n,j,t.
The part 1 ≤M ≤ N − 1 of statement (iv) is proved by Proposition 3.3. To prove∑M
n=1 rn ≤ N , note that (3.10) and (3.5) imply
∑M
n=1 rn = N −m1,1 ≤ N . The fact
that rM ≥ 2 follows from Lemma 3.1 (i) and Proposition 3.3. This completes the proof
of Theorem 3.4.
4 Geometry of Y and parameters of asymptotics
The parameters µn play the role of leading parameters of the asymptotic sequences
{k±n,j,t}+∞t=tn,j of (3.11). Their role in the distribution of resonances is emphasized by
the next statement, which is immediate corollary of Theorem 3.4 (see also [8, formula
(12.18.16)] and the correcting remark to it in the Russian edition of [8]).
Corollary 4.1. For the operator Ha,Y , the logarithmic asymptotic density function
Adlog(·) defined by (1.4) is a nondecreasing piecewise constant function with a finite
number of jumps. These jumps are exactly at the points of the set {µn}Mn=1 ⊂ R+, and
the height of each jump is equal to
Adlog(µn + 0)− Adlog(µn − 0) = βn,νn − βn,1
π
=
rn
πµn
. (4.1)
For the following considerations let us recall that the m-sizes sm of Y were defined
in Section 1 and that the value sN was introduced in [40] and called the size of Y . Let
NHa,Y (·) be the resonance counting function defined by (1.2) with H = Ha,Y .
It was shown in [40, Theorem 4.1] (see also comments in [6] about the choice of the
‘strength’ tuple a) that NHa,Y (R) =
W (a,Y )
π
R +O(1), where 0 ≤ W (a, Y ) ≤ sN , and it
was said that NHa,Y (·) has the Weyl-type asymptotics if W (a, Y ) = sN (i.e., roughly
speaking, when W (a, Y ) attains the maximal possible value). Slightly rephrasing [40],
it is natural to say that W (a, Y ) is the effective size of Ha,Y .
Taking into account Theorem 3.4, we see that
lim
µ→+∞
Adlog(µ) = Adlog(+∞) =W (a, Y )/π ≤ sN/π.
With the use of Theorem 3.4 (iii)-(iv) one can strengthen [40, Theorem 4.1] by the
following inequality
W (a, Y )/π = Adlog(+∞) ≥ Adlog(µM + 0) = rM
πµM
≥ 2 diamY
π
.
Thus, W (a, Y ) ≥ 2 diamY = s2. The following statement concerns configurations of
Y whose effective sizes W (a, Y ) take the minimal possible value s2.
Corollary 4.2. If W (a, Y ) = 2 diamY , then all the points of Y lie on one line.
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Proof. If Y does not belong to one line, then Lemma 3.1 (ii) implies that s3 > s2 and
that β0 in (3.1) is less or equal than (−s3). Thus, [40, Theorem 2.1] (or, alternatively,
Corollary 4.1 and (3.6)) implies W (a, Y ) > s2.
The implication inverse to Corollary 4.2 does not hold true, as one can see from
Section 4.3, where also a nontrivial example of Ha,Y with W (a, Y ) = 2 diamY < s4
can be found for the case N = 4.
In this section we show that a stronger connection exists between the family of the
parameters µn and the metric geometry of the family Y of the interaction centers. This
connection is given below by Theorems 4.3-4.4 in terms of the m-sizes sm.
4.1 Generic and maximally structured cases
Let N ≥ 2 be fixed. To parametrize rigorously the family of Hamiltonians Ha,Y , let us
consider in this section Y as a vector in the space (R3)N of ordered N -tuples y = (yj)
N
j=1
with the entries yj ∈ R3. We consider (R3)N as a linear normed space with the ℓ2-
norm |y|2 = (
∑ |yj|2)1/2. Then the ordered collection Y of centers is identified with an
element of the family F ⊂ (R3)N defined by F := {y ∈ (R3)N : yj 6= y′j for j 6= j′}.
We consider F as a metric space with the distance function induced by the norm | · |2.
We denote by M(a, Y ) and µn(a, Y ), n = 1, . . . ,M(a, Y ), the parameter M and
µn, resp., that are associated with the operator Ha,Y in the way described in Section 3
(recall that M is the number of distinct parameters µn).
Let us consider the set Fgen that consists of Y ⊂ F that satisfy the following two
properties:
(A1) M(a, Y ) and {µn(a, Y )}M(a,Y )n=1 do not depend on the ‘strength’ tuple a ∈ CN ,
(A2) {µn(a, Y )}M(a,Y )n=1 is a subset of{
m− j
sm(Y )− sj(Y ) : 2 ≤ m ≤ N, 0 ≤ j ≤ N − 1, j 6= 1, and sj < sm
}
.
The following theorem states that, generically, all µn have the form
m−j
sm−sj
.
Theorem 4.3. There exists a subset of Fgen that is open and dense in F.
The proof is given in Section 4.2.
The next theorem describe one of the cases where the connection between the
sequences of µn and sm is especially simple and, simultaneously, the asymptotics of
resonances is maximally structured in the sense that the number M of parameters µn
takes its maximal possible value N − 1.
Theorem 4.4. Let a ∈ CN and Y ∈ F be such that the numbers sn = sn(Y ), n =
1, . . . , N , and the polynomials Pb(·), b ∈ R, which are associated with the representation
(3.1) for D(ζ) = (−4π)N det Γa,Y (iζ) and the convention (3.2), have the following
properties:
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(A3) For 3 ≤ n ≤ N , P−sn(·) 6≡ 0 and degP−sn = N − n.
(A4) The sequence {sm}Nm=1 is increasing and strictly convex upward in the sense that
sm − sm−1 > sm+1 − sm > 0 for 2 ≤ m ≤ N − 1 (if N = 2, this condition is assumed
to be fulfilled automatically; recall also that s1 := (s2 + s0)/2 = diamY ).
Then:
(i) M(a, Y ) = N − 1 and µN−m(a, Y ) = 1
sm+1 − sm for m = 1, . . . , N − 1;
(ii) rN−1 = 2, rn = 1 for 1 ≤ n ≤ N − 2, and, after possible exclusion of a finite
number of resonances, the multiset Σ(Ha,Y ) can be decomposed into the 2N asymptotic
sequences (3.11);
(iii) there exists R ≥ 0 such that every resonance k with |k| ≥ R is simple (i.e., of
multiplicity 1).
Examples in Section 4.3 illustrate how large can be the family of sets Y having the
property that Ha,Y satisfies (A3)-(A4) for every a ∈ CN .
4.2 Proofs of Theorems 4.3 and 4.4
Let us introduce the points T˜−sm := (−sm) + i(N −m) for m = 0 and for 2 ≤ m ≤ N .
For 2 ≤ m ≤ N , the point T˜−sm is not an endpoint of any of the segments Ln,
n = 1, . . . ,M (and so disappears from the computation of the parameters µn) if and
only if exactly one of the following conditions hold:
(C1) T˜−sm 6∈ {Tβj}ν−1j=1 (i.e., after summation of all terms (2.3) with σ ∈ SN,m and
α(σ) = −sm, the leading coefficients of the polynomials p[σ] cancel each other so
that degP−sm < N −m for m ≤ N − 1, or P−sN ≡ 0 for m = N).
(C2) T˜−sm ∈ {Tβj}ν−1j=1 , T˜−sm ∈ Ln for a certain n, 1 ≤ n ≤ M , and T˜−sm is not an
endpoint of Ln.
(C3) T˜−sm ∈ {Tβj}ν−1j=1 and T˜−sm lies strictly below a certain segment Ln, 1 ≤ n ≤ M ,
of the distribution diagram (i.e., (−sm) ∈ Re[Ln] and (T˜−sm + iR+) ∩ Ln 6= ∅).
The main idea of the proofs of Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 is that some type of control
over the cases (C1)-(C3) is needed. While for the proof of Theorem 4.3 we show that
generically there are no cancellations of type (C1), the assumptions of Theorem 4.4
exclude the possibility of each of (C1)-(C3).
Let us prove Theorem 4.3. Consider the family Agen consisting of all Y ∈ F such
that, for a certain a ∈ CN ,
(A5) each of the points T˜−sm (where 0 ≤ m ≤ N and m 6= 1) belongs to the set
{Tβj}νj=1 associated with Ha,Y .
It is easy to note from the form (2.2) of det Γa,Y (·) that if Y ∈ Agen, then (A5) is valid
for every a ∈ CN . Indeed, (A5) means that there is no cancellation of the leading
coefficients of the polynomials p[σ](ζ) in (2.3) with the degree N −m and σ such that
α(σ) = −sm. On the other hand, these leading coefficients do not depend on a.
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Proposition 4.5. There exists a subset of Agen that is open and dense in F.
Proof. It is easy to see that the family A1 introduced in [6, Section 3.2] is a subset of
Agen. So the proposition is an immediate corollary of [6, Lemma 3.4].
Lemma 4.6. Agen ⊂ Fgen
Proof. Let Y ∈ Agen. Then the validity of conditions (A1)-(A2) of Section 4.1 follows
from the definitions of M and µn (see Section 3.1) and the following fact: if Y ∈ Agen,
then the set of points Tn,h, n = 1, . . . ,M , h = 1, . . . , νn, is a subset of the family of
points T˜−sm , where 0 ≤ m ≤ N and m 6= 1. Indeed, among all the points Tβj with
ImTβj = N −m, the point T˜−sm has minimal possible real part. Since
T˜0 = T0 = TM,νM (4.2)
is the only point of the distribution diagram L on the line Im z = N , the convexity
(L3) of the distribution diagram L (see Section 3.1) implies the desired statement.
Combining Proposition 4.5 and Lemma 4.6, we conclude the proof of Theorem 4.3.
Let us prove Theorem 4.4. It follows from (A3) that the cancellation (C1) does not
happen for m ≥ 3. For m = 2, (C1) does not happen because of Lemma 3.1. For
m = 0, (C1) does not happen because (4.2) holds for all Ha,Y . Thus, (A3) implies
(A5).
It follows from the proof of Lemma 4.6 that only the points T˜−sm participate in
the computation of M and of the parameters µn, n = 1 . . . ,M . The assumption (A4)
ensures that all the parameters T˜−sm , where 0 ≤ m ≤ N and m 6= 1, do participate
in this computation. Thus, M = N − 1. Now, µN−m(a, Y ) = 1sm+1−sm and the other
conclusions of statement (ii) follow directly from (3.6) and Theorem 3.4.
To prove statement (iii) of Theorem 4.4 it is enough to apply Theorem 3.4 and to
notice that ωM,1 6= ωM,2 (this follows from Lemma 3.1 (i) and the procedure for the
computation of ωn,j described in Section 3.2). This completes the proof of Theorem
4.4.
4.3 Examples and the thickness of the case (A3)-(A4).
Let N = 3. In this case it is easy to give a complete classification of all possible
structures of asymptotics of Σ(Ha,Y ) due to the fact that Fgen = F. That is, the
distribution diagram L as well as the parameters µn, and ωn,j of the sequences (3.11)
do not depend on the ‘strength’ tuple a. They also satisfy (A2). Note also that for
N = 3 the set of tuples Y satisfying (A3)-(A4) is generic in the sense that it is open and
dense in (R3)3. In more details, there are 3 sub-cases of mutual positions of 3 centers
{yj}3j=1 composing Y , which are described by the corresponding lengths ℓj,m = |yj−ym|:
Case 1. Y consists of the vertices of an equilateral triangle, i.e., ℓ1,2 = ℓ2,3 = ℓ3,1 =
diamY . The asymptotic sequences in this case were found in [4] (formally, under
the restriction a1 = a2 = a3 ∈ R on the tuple a). Condition (A3) is satisfied, but
the strict convexity part of (A4) is not; M = 1, µ1 = 1/ diamY , and r1 = 3.
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Case 2. The points y1, y2, and y3 of Y are on one line. Let us number them such that
ℓ1,2 + ℓ2,3 = ℓ1,3. Then s3 = s2 and condition (A3) fails; M = 1, µ1 = 1/ℓ1,3, and
r1 = 2.
Case 3. The generic case, where y1, y2, and y3 do not fit in the Cases 1 and 2. Let us
number them such that ℓ1,2 + ℓ2,3 > ℓ1,3 = diamY . Conditions (A3)-(A4) are
satisfied; M = 2; µ1 = 1/(ℓ1,2+ℓ2,3−ℓ1,3) with the multiplicity r1 = 1; µ2 = 1/ℓ1,3
with the multiplicity r2 = 2.
The case of Theorem 4.4 is not generic when N = 4. To show this in Proposition
4.8, we start from an example of Ha,Y with non-Weyl type asymptotics (essentially
different from the example constructed in [40]).
Example 4.7. Let us fix an arbitrary a ∈ C4. Consider Y = {yj}4j=1 with the properties
that it is symmetric w.r.t. the origin, lies on one line passing through the origin, and
satisfy |y1| = |y4| = c1 and |y2| = |y3| = c2 < c1. The exp-monomials of (2.3) that have
the lowest possible frequency (−s4) = 4c1+4c2 are e−s416c2
1
c2
2
, −e
−s4
4c1c2(c1+c2)2
, and −e
−s4
4c1c2(c1+c2)2
.
Thus, the following statements are equivalent for this example:
(i) Σ(Ha,Y ) has an asymptotics of non-Weyl type (i.e., W (a, Y ) < sN);
(ii) W (a, Y ) = s2 (i.e., the effective size attains the minimal possible value s2 = 4c1);
(iii) the frequency (−s4) cancels in the sense that P−s4(·) ≡ 0;
(iv) c1/c2 = 3 + 2
√
2.
Note that, for any c1 > c2 > 0, we have Y ∈ Fgen, but (A3) does not hold since s3 = s2.
Proposition 4.8. Let a ∈ C4. Let Y be as in Example 4.7 and satisfy c1/c2 = 3+2
√
2.
Then there exists a neighborhood Bε(Y ) of Y such that for all Y˜ ∈ Bε(Y ) at least one
of the conditions (A3)-(A4) fails for Ha,Y˜ .
Proof. If the frequency (−s4) cancels, then (A3) fails. Assume now that Y˜ ∈ Bε(Y )
and (A3) holds for Ha,Y˜ . Then it is easy to see that for small enough ε, (C3) is valid
and (A4) fails.
5 High-energy asymptotics of ‘physical resonances’
The existence of asymptotic structures means that the main quantities that characterize
the high-energy asymptotics of Σ(Ha,Y ) from the point of view of Physics are: the
minimum µmin of the support of the measure dAdlog(·) associated with the asymptotic
density function Adlog(·) and the height of the jump at this point Adlog(µmin + 0) −
Adlog(µmin−0). Indeed, in scattering experiments usually only ‘sufficiently narrow’ and
‘threshold’ resonances k are detected, and for this reason they are mostly considered to
be the ‘physically relevant’ resonances [19]. Such resonances have small (or, for some
models, even zero) value of resonance width | Im k2| (see [44]).
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In the case of the point interaction Hamiltonian Ha,Y , with the growth of the
energy Re k2, the resonance width growth faster for sequences that have larger leading
parameter µn. Thus, only the asymptotic sequences corresponding to µ
min = µM =
1/ diamY have chances to be detected with reasonable confidence. It is natural to call
the density
Adlog(µM + 0)− Adlog(µM − 0) = rM diamY
π
(5.1)
of the resonances in the logarithmic strip iV(µM , wM) (see (3.8)) the asymptotic density
of narrow resonances.
Remark 5.1. The study of the density (5.1) of ‘more narrow’ resonances has some
similarity with one of the questions considered in [25, 48, 49], where in the context of
scattering by a strictly convex C∞-obstacle, a semi-cubic resonance free region Fr =
{−C0|Re z|1/3 + C1 ≤ Im z ≤ 0} was described [25, 48] and the asymptotics of the
counting function in a certain cubic strip {−C2|Re z|1/3−C3 ≤ Im z ≤ −C0|Re z|1/3+
C1} (with C2 > C0 > 0) adjacent to Fr was found [49] under an additional pinching
condition on curvatures. Note that in the case of point interactions the information
of the structure of Σ(Ha,Y ) given in Theorem 3.4 is more detailed than that of [49]
in the case of obstacle scattering. In particular, Theorem 3.4 says that the decay
rates (− Im kM,j,t) for different indices j of the sequences associated with the smallest
leading parameter µM = µ
min are asymptotically equivalent as |t| → ∞. In other
words, the vertical cross sections of iV(µM , wM), which is the closest to R logarithmic
strip containing infinite number of resonances, remain uniformly bounded.
Summarizing, we see that, for Ha,Y , the multiplicity parameter rM ∈ N, which
take values between 2 and N , is the most important characteristics of high-energy
asymptotics of ‘physical resonances’. The following lemma implies that rM does not
depend on the ‘strength’ tuple a ∈ CN .
Lemma 5.1. The multiplicity parameter rM is equal to the maximal integer m ∈ [2, N ]
such that sm = m diamY and T˜−sm ∈ L.
Proof. The lemma follows immediately from Sections 3.1-3.2 and the definition of the
points T˜−sm in Section 4.2.
Definition 5.1. Let us denote by rnarrow(Y ) the value of rM for Ha,Y , and by F2 the
set of Y ∈ F such that rnarrow(Y ) = 2 (i.e., such that rnarrow(Y ) is minimal possible;
we use here the notation of Section 4.1).
The following theorem states that, generically, rnarrow(Y ) = 2.
Theorem 5.2. There exists a subset of F2 that is open and dense in F.
Proof. Let us denote by A2 the set of Y ∈ F such that α(σ1) 6= α(σ2) holds for any
two different transpositions σ1, σ2 ∈ SN,2 (recall that α(σ) was defined by 2.4). Then
it follows from [6, Lemma 3.4] that A2 is open and dense in F. On the other hand, it
is obvious from Lemma 5.1 that A2 ⊂ F2.
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So, rM > 2 means that the asymptotic density of narrow resonances is atypically
large. Let us consider in more details how this can happen. First, note that for N ≥ 3,
s3 = 3diamY implies rM ≥ 3. (5.2)
Indeed, s3 = 3diamY means exactly that three of the centers yj form an equilateral
triangle with the side of the length diamY . It follows from Lemma 3.1 (ii), the prop-
erties (L3)-(L4) of the distribution diagram L, and Proposition 3.3 that T˜−s3 ∈ L, and
so there is no need to check this condition in Lemma 5.1 (for m = 3).
By the following example we show that for N ≥ 4 the condition s4 = 4diamY (i.e.,
Y contains four distinct centers yjn, n = 1, . . . , 4, such that diamY = ℓj1,j2 = ℓj3,j4)
does not imply rM ≥ 4, and, moreover, it does not imply rM ≥ 3. Here and below, we
shall set ℓi,j = |yi − yj|.
Example 5.3. Let Y˜4 = {yj}4j=1 be the tuple of distinct R3 points such that
ℓ1,2 = ℓ2,3 = ℓ3,4 = ℓ4,1 = diam Y˜4 > ℓ2,4 ≥ ℓ1,3
and let a ∈ C4 be arbitrary. Then s4(Y˜4) = 4 diam Y˜4, but the frequency s4(Y˜4)
cancels in the process of summation of the exp-monomials (2.3). This can be seen by
a simple modification of arguments of [40, Section 5.2] or by direct calculations. Since
s3 < 3 diam Y˜4, we see that M(a, Y˜4) = 2 and r
narrow(Y˜4) = 2.
Let us introduce one more condition on Y with N ≥ 4:
(A6) there exist four distinct centers yjn ∈ Y , n = 1, . . . , 4, such that diamY = ℓj1,j2 =
ℓj3,j4 and {yji}4i=1 cannot be reordered to satisfy the condition of Example 5.3.
Theorem 5.4. Let N ≥ 4. Assume that condition (A6) holds true or s3(Y ) =
3 diamY . Then rnarrow(Y ) > 2.
Proof. The case s3 = 3diamY follows from (5.2). Assume now that s3 6= 3diamY
and that (A6) holds. Note that (A6) implies s4 = 4diamY . Therefore, due to Lemma
5.1, it is enough to prove that s4 does not cancel in the process of summation of the
exp-monomials (2.3) corresponding to permutations σ ∈ Sn,4.
Consider the family B1 of unordered sets Y4 consisting of 4 points of Y such that a
certain ordering Y˜4 := {ymi}4i=1 of Y4 satisfies the conditions of Example 5.3. To such
Y˜4, we put into correspondence the two families, E1(Y˜4) and E2(Y˜4), each of which
is an unordered pair of unordered pairs of centers: E1(Y˜4) = {{ym1 , ym2}, {ym3, ym4}}
and E2(Y˜4) = {{ym2, ym3}, {ym4, ym1}}. The assumption s3 6= 3diamY implies that for
each Y4 ∈ B1 there exists a unique unordered pair E(Y4) of the form {E1(Y˜4), E2(Y˜4)}
i.e., s3 6= 3diamY implies that various reorderings of Y˜4 that preserve the conditions
of Example 5.3 produce the same unordered pair E(Y4) (of pairs of pairs of centers).
(For the case where s3 = 3diamY and {ymi}4i=1 are vertices of a regular tetrahedron,
the above statement obviously fails.)
The family of all pairs of pairs of centers produced by the maps Ei(·), i = 1, 2, shall
be denoted by B2, i.e., B2 = E1[B1] ∪ E2[B2].
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The class S1 of all permutations σ ∈ SN,4 that have the sign ǫσ = −1 and produce
exp-monomials (2.3) with the frequency (−s4) consists of permutations [m1m2m3m4]
and [m4m3m2m1] associated with a certain ordered tuple Y˜4 having the property
that its unordered version Y4 belongs to B1. These permutations produce the exp-
monomials −e
−s4
(diamY )4
∏
j=σ(j)(−ζ −Aj). To each pair [m1m2m3m4] and [m4m3m2m1] of
such permutations we put into correspondence the two permutations [m1m2][m3m4]
and [m2m3][m4m1] associated with E1(Y˜4) and E2(Y˜4), resp., and we unite all permu-
tations generated in this way by Ei(Y˜4), i = 1, 2, into the class S2. The permuta-
tions [m1m2][m3m4] and [m2m3][m4m1] produce the exp-monomials (2.3) of the form
e−s4
(diamY )4
∏
j=σ(j)(−ζ −Aj). So after summation of all exp-monomials generated by per-
mutations of the classes S1 and S2 the coefficients of the highest order cancel and the
associated polynomial has the degree < N − 4.
Assumption (A6) means that {{yj1, yj2}, {yj3, yj4}} does not belong to B2. However,
the exp-monomial produced by the associated permutation σ = [j1j2][j3j4] has the sign
ǫσ = 1 and the frequency (−s4). Hence the frequency (−s4) does not cancel and,
moreover, degP−s4 = N − 4. This proves T˜−s4 ∈ L, and due to Lemma 5.1, completes
the proof of the theorem.
Under symmetries of Y we understand isometries Is of R3 such that Is[Y ] =
Y . Moreover, two symmetries Is1 and Is2 will be considered identical (equivalent)
if Is1(yj) = Is2(yj) for all yj ∈ Y . So the group G of symmetries of Y consists of the
defined above classes of equivalence of isometries of R3 that map Y onto Y .
Corollary 5.5. Let G be the group of symmetries of Y = {yj}Nj=1. Assume that there
exist Is ∈ G and yj1, yj2 ∈ Y with the following properties:
(i) |yj1 − yj2| = diamY ,
(ii) the sets {yj1, yj2} and {Is(yj1), Is(yj2)} are disjoint,
(iii) the 4-tuple {yj1, yj2, Is(yj1), Is(yj2)} cannot be reordered such that it satisfies the
conditions of Example 5.3.
Then rnarrow(Y ) > 2.
Proof. The statement follows easily from Theorem 5.4.
Theorem 5.4 and Corollary 5.5 suggest that rnarrow(Y ) > 2 whenever Y possesses
a rich enough group of symmetries G. This claim can be supported by the following
examples.
Example 5.6. Let the tuple a be arbitrary. Then rnarrow(Y ) > 2 in each of the following
cases:
(i) Y is the set of all vertices of a Platonic solid;
(ii) Y is the set of all vertices of a right prism.
These statements can be shown by using Theorem 5.4 or by the direct calculation
of the exp-monomials with the frequencies (−m) diamY , m ∈ N ∩ [3, N ].
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The N − 1 possible values 2, 3, . . . , N of rnarrow naturally split the family F of all
possible tuples Y of interaction centers into N−1 classes. In our opinion, the interplay
between these classes and the groups of symmetries of Y deserves an additional study.
6 Remarks on resonances of quantum graphs
To study the asymptotic structure of Σ(H) for quantum graph Hamiltonians, the above
approach requires some adaptation that is done in the next subsection. Subsection 6.2
briefly addresses the resonances of 1-D photonic crystals considering them as a simple
case of ‘weighted’ quantum graphs.
6.1 Structure of resonance asymptotics for quantum graphs
The asymptotics N(R) = CR
π
+ O(1) of the resonance counting function N(R) for
a Hamiltonian H associated with a noncompact quantum graph G consisting of a
finite number of edges have been derived in [13, 14], where, in particular, Weyl and
non-Weyl types of asymptotics for G were introduced depending on the value of the
constant C ≥ 0. The characterizations of these two cases of asymptotics were obtained
in terms of types of couplings at the vertices. A number of examples were elaborated
(see [39, 22] and the references therein).
We show that, at least under additional conditions, the asymptotic structures which
are somewhat similar, but more complex, than those of Σ(Ha,Y ), exist in the multiset
of resonances Σ(H) of a quantum graph. This leads to another versions of the semi-
logarithmic strip counting
N(µ, γ, R) := #{k ∈ Σ(H) : −µ ln(|Re k|+ 1)− γ ≤ Im k, |k| ≤ R}, µ, γ ∈ R,
N(µ,+∞, R) := NH(R) for µ ≥ 0.
and the asymptotic density function
Ad(µ, γ) := lim
R→∞
N(µ, γ, R)
R
(6.1)
depending now on the two parameters µ ≥ 0 and γ ∈ (−∞,+∞]. (For µ < 0 and
γ 6= +∞, one can put Ad(µ, γ) := 0 due to the fact that #{k ∈ Σ(H)∩C+} <∞, see
Sections 6.1.1-6.1.2).
With such a definition the effective size of H introduced in [13, 14] is equal to
πAd(0,+∞)
2
and [14, Theorem 3.2] and [13, Theorem 3.3] can be rewritten as the inequality
Ad(0,+∞) = Ad(µ,+∞) ≤ 2
π
∑
j∈J
ρj,
where ρj are the lengths of the internal (i.e., bounded) edges of the graph, J is the
finite set that indexes all such edges, and µ ≥ 0 is arbitrary.
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6.1.1 The case of Kirchhoff’s boundary condition at vertices
In this subsection we follow the settings of [14] and consider on a non-compact quantum
graph G the self-adjoint Hamiltonian HG associated with the differential expression
−d2/dx2 with the continuity condition and the Kirchhoff (boundary) condition at each
of the vertices.
The set of resonances Σ(HG) is the set of k 6= 0 such that there exists a resonant
mode f(·) (continuous and L2C,loc on G) satisfying f ′′ = −k2f on G, the Kirchhoff
conditions at each vertex, and the classical radiation condition on each lead (i.e., semi-
infinite edge). The Kirchhoff condition means that the sum of outgoing derivatives of
f at a vertex is equal to 0. The radiation condition after the identification of a lead
with [0,+∞) takes the form f(x) = f(0)eikx.
To make Σ(HG) a multiset, each resonance k is equipped with a multiplicity, which is
multiplicity of k as a zero of a specially constructed analytic function F (z) = detA(z),
where A(z) is a matrix produced by a plugging of the exponential fundamental system
of solutions e±ikx on each edge into the continuity, Kirchhoff’s, and radiation conditions
(see [14, Theorem 3.1] for details).
Remark 6.1. In the process of construction in [14] of the matrix-valued function A(·),
the Kirchhoff conditions are divided by ik, which is permissible because k = 0 is
excluded from the consideration. Let us observe that, on one hand, k = 0 always
satisfies the resonance conditions, and on the other hand after the transition to the
settings with the energy-type spectral parameter λ = k2, the point λ = 0 is not a
pole, but a branching point of the generalized extension of the resolvent (HG − λ)−1.
The exclusion of k = 0 is usual for some types of 1-D resonance problems (see e.g.
[12, 33, 34]) and makes the above definition of resonances slightly different from that
of [17, 56], where 0 is permitted to be a resonance of a finite multiplicity. Obviously,
this difference does not influence the results of [14, 13] and of the present paper on the
asymptotics at ∞; however it influences the formulation of Theorem 6.1 below.
It is shown in [14, Theorem 3.2] that Σ(HG) lies in a certain horizontal strip {z ∈
C : −γ ≤ Im z ≤ 0} (formally, the theorem states this for a certain strip {| Im z| ≤ γ},
however HG = H
∗
G ≥ 0, and so Σ(HG) ∩ C+ = ∅). Hence, the measure dAdlog does
not carry information on the internal structure of Σ(HG). Indeed, it consists of one
mass Adlog(+∞) at the point µ = 0 and so gives only the information about the total
asymptotic density Adlog(+∞).
To capture the structure of the asymptotics of Σ(HG), let us introduce another
asymptotic density function
Adhor(γ) := lim
R→∞
N(0, γ, R)
R
, γ ∈ (−∞,+∞]. (6.2)
To show that Adhor is an adequate tool, we consider the case where the lengths of all
internal edges ρj are commensurable (in the sense of (6.3)) and make the observation
that for this case the measure dAdhor generated by the monotone function Adhor consists
of a finite number of point masses.
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Theorem 6.1. Assume that Σ(HG) 6= ∅ and
the lengths ρj1 and ρj2 of two arbitrary internal edges of G satisfy ρj1/ρj2 ∈ Q. (6.3)
Then there exist a number r˜ ∈ N and infinite sequences {k±n,t}t∈Z ⊂ C, n = 1, . . . , r˜,
that satisfy
Σ(HG) =
r˜⋃
n=1
{k±n,t}t∈Z \ {0} and βkn,t = 2πt− i Ln |ξn|+Arg0 ξn, (6.4)
where ξn, n = 1, . . . , r˜, are certain complex algebraic numbers satisfying |ξn| ≥ 1.
Proof. We can assume that the index set J is of the form {1, . . . , N}. The function
F (z) = detA(z) that produces the set of resonances as the set of its zeroes k 6= 0 is
an exponential polynomial obtained by the summation of exp-monomials of the form
(−1)τmKm exp
(
iz
∑
j∈Jm
(−1)τ˜m,jρj
)
(see [14, Theorem 3.1]), where the index m passes
through a certain finite index set M, the sequences {τm}m∈M, {τ˜m,j}j∈Jmm∈M, {Km}m∈M
are subsets of Z, and, for each m ∈ M, Jm is a subset of J . Writing F in the canonical
form we get
F (z) =
ν∑
l=0
Cle
iblz, (6.5)
where {Cl}νl=0 ⊂ Z \ {0} and all bl, l = 0, . . . , ν, have the form
∑
j∈J˜l
(−1)τl,jρj with
J˜l ⊂ J and τl,j ∈ Z. We can also assume that the sequence of bl is strictly increasing.
Supposing now that (6.3) holds, one can see that the arguments similar to that of
[8, Section 12.4] are applicable to the function F˜ (z) := e−ib0zF (z). Indeed, let β > 0 be
such that ρj = βdj with dj ∈ N for all j ∈ J . Then the numbers b˜l := bl − b0 are also
commensurable and b˜l = βd˜l, l = 0, . . . , ν, with d˜l ∈ N. Now one can easily obtain the
statement of the theorem writing F (z) = 0 as P (eiβz) = 0, where P (·) is a polynomial
with integer coefficients.
Thus, in the commensurable case of Theorem 6.1, the asymptotic density Adhor(·)
is a piecewise constant function with a finite number of jumps at the points β−1 Ln |ξn|.
Depending on the level of noise, the asymptotic sequences with smaller Ln |ξn| have
more chances to be detected in scattering experiments because they produce narrower
resonances.
It is natural to call the resonances k lying on R embedded resonances because the
corresponding points λ = k2 in the ‘energy’ plane are embedded into the continuous
spectrum σcont(HG) = [0,+∞) of HG . By [14, Theorem 2.3], every embedded resonance
k corresponds to an eigenvalue k2 ofHG embedded into σcont(HG). The case c ∈ Q∪[0, 1]
of the example of [14, Section 6] gives HG with infinite number of embedded resonances
(in more general settings, equispaced sequences of embedded resonances have been
considered in [21]).
The following general statement describes in the commensurable case the situation
when Adhor(·) has a jump at 0.
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Corollary 6.2. Suppose that (6.3) holds. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) HG has an infinite number of embedded eigenvalues (and so, of embedded resonances);
(ii) HG has at least one nonzero eigenvalue or at least one embedded resonance;
(iii) min1≤n≤r˜ |ξn| = 1 in the settings of Theorem 6.1.
Proof. The statement follows immediately from Theorem 6.1.
In the non-commensurable case, the structure of Σ(HG) and the structure of the
measure dAdhor generated by the monotone function Adhor(·) deserve an additional
study, which is connected with the theory of distribution of zeroes of exponential
polynomials (see [9] and references therein). The main parameters of high-energy
asymptotics for the general case are: (i) the total asymptotic density Adhor(γmax+0) =
Adhor(+∞), which was considered in [14, Theorem 1.2], (ii) the minimum γmin and
the maximum γmax of the (closed) support supp(dAdhor) of the measure dAdhor, (iii)
#{k ∈ Σ(HG) : Im k > −γmin}, and (iv) limδ→+0 Ad
hor(γmin+δ)−Adhor(γmin)
δ
.
It is possible to strengthen slightly [14, Theorem 1.2] by the following observation.
Corollary 6.3. Assume that Σ(HG) 6= ∅. Then Σ(HG) consists of an infinite number
of resonances and their asymptotic density Adhor(+∞)(= limR→+∞ NHG (R)R ) is positive.
Proof. It follows from Σ(HG) 6= ∅ that ν ≥ 1 in (6.5). Then the desired statement can
be easily obtained from [8, Theorem 12.5] (see also [14, Theorem 3.2] and references in
[13, 14]).
6.1.2 The case of general self-adjoint local coupling
In this subsection the local case of a more general Kostrykin-Schrader-Harmer coupling
[35, 26] (in short, local KSH-coupling) is considered with the use of the notation and
settings of [13] (see also [39] for a detailed exposition and the literature review).
Let |G| be the number of vertices of the quantum graph G and {Xn}|G|n=1 be the set
of the vertices. Let degXn be the degree of the vertex Xn, i.e, the number of edges
connected to Xn.
The quantum graph Hamiltonian H = HG,U and the multiset of its resonances
Σ(HG,U) are defined similarly to Section 6.1.1, but with the Kirchhoff and continuity
conditions replaced at each Xi by the local KSH-coupling. The latter means that,
at each vertex Xn, the condition (Un − I)Ψn + i(Un + I)Ψ′n = 0 is satisfied with a
certain unitary degXn × degXn matrix Un, where the vector Ψn consists of the limits
of f(·) at Xn along every edge Ej connected to Xn, and the vector Ψ′n consists of the
corresponding limits of outwards derivatives. The unitary matrix U in the notation
HG,U is composed of the diagonal blocks Un, see [13, 39] for details.
The next theorem states, roughly speaking, that generally the structure of Σ(HG,U)
is the combination of the two types considered in Section 6.1.1 (with the Kirchhoff and
continuity coupling) and Section 3 (for point-interactions).
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Let K˜(γ) := {k ∈ Σ(HG,U) : Im k ≥ −γ} and let µmax be the supremum of the
support of the measure dAdlog for the Hamiltonian HG,U (µ
max is taken to be equal to
−∞ if Adlog(·) ≡ 0 on R).
Theorem 6.4. (i) If µmax ≤ 0, then there exists γ˜ ∈ R such that Σ(HG,U) = K˜(γ˜).
(ii) Assume that µmax > 0. Then there exists γ˜ ∈ R, M ∈ N, a strictly decreasing
finite sequence {µn}Mn=1 ⊂ R+, finite sequences {rn}Mn=1 ⊂ N, {ωn,j}rnj=1 ⊂ C \ {0},
{t±n,j}rnj=1 ⊂ N for n = 1,. . . ,M , and infinite sequences K±n,j = {k±n,j,t}+∞t=t±n,j ⊂ C, n = 1,
. . . , M , j = 1, . . . , rn, with the following properties:
(ii.a) Σ(HG,U) = K˜(γ˜) ∪
⋃M
n=1Kn (taking into account multiplicities), where
Kn := (
⋃rn
j=1K−n,j) ∪ (
⋃rn
j=1K+n,j) for n = 1, . . . , M .
(ii.b) Each of K±n,j has the asymptotics (3.11) as t ∈ N goes to +∞.
(ii.d) If the set K˜(γ˜) is infinite, then
lim
R→∞
#{k ∈ K˜(γ˜) : |k| ≤ R}
R
= Adhor(γ˜ + 0) = Adhor(+∞) > 0.
(iii) Let additionally the commensurability condition (6.3) hold. Then in each of the
cases (i) and (ii) the set K˜(γ˜) is either finite, or satisfies the following property: there
exist numbers β > 0, r˜ ∈ N, M0 ∈ N, finite sequences {ξn}r˜n=1 ⊂ C \ D1(0), {t˜n}r˜n=1 ⊂
N, K˜0 := {k˜t}M0t=1, and infinite sequences {k˜±n,t}+∞t=t˜n ⊂ C such that
K˜(γ˜) = K˜0 ∪
r˜⋃
n=1
(
{k˜−n,t}+∞t=t˜n,j ∪ {k˜
+
n,t}+∞t=t˜n,j
)
and
βk˜±n,t = ±2πt− i Ln |ξn|+Arg0 ξn + o(1) as t→ +∞. (6.6)
Proof. A function F (z) such that k ∈ Σ(HG,U) if and only if k 6= 0 and F (k) = 0 is
constructed in [13]. Moreover, the multiplicities of the resonances are the multiplicities
of the corresponding zeros of F . Let us consider a modified version of F given by
F˜ (ζ) = F (−iζ). Then [13, Theorem 3.1] implies that F˜ (ζ) is an exponential polynomial
of the form (3.1) with a strictly increasing sequence of frequencies β˜j that are not
necessarily nonpositive. Now the function D(ζ) = e−β˜ν F˜ (ζ) has the same zeros as
F˜ (ζ) and has the form (3.1) with a strictly increasing sequence of frequencies βj so
that βν = 0. The construction of the distribution diagram given in Section 3.1 and in
more details in [8] applies to D(·). In particular, in the terminology of [8], the zeros
of D(·) lie in a finite number of logarithmic curvilinear strips and possibly one neutral
(horizontal) strip {| Im z| ≤ γ0} (this is the statement of [13, Theorem 3.1]). The
logarithmic strips contain a infinite number of resonances and are necessarily retarded
because the self-adjoint and lower semi-bounded from below operator HG,U has at most
a finite number of resonances in C+. Thus, the arguments of Section 3.2 applied to the
zeroes of D in logarithmic strips and the arguments of [8, Sections 12.4-6] applied to
the zeros of D in the neutral strip easily complete the proof of the theorem.
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We see now that the two level asymptotic structure of Σ(HG,U) is captured by the
asymptotic density function Ad(µ, γ) of (6.1). The measure dAdlog(·) = dAd(·, 0) has
point masses at the numbers µn corresponding to the logarithmic asymptotic sequences
and, in the case where the strip {| Im z| ≤ γ˜} contains an infinite number of resonances,
it has also a point mass at 0. If the infimum µmin of the support of the measure
dAdlog(·) is equal to 0, then the measure dAd(0, ·) = dAdhor(·) is responsible for the
internal structure of Σ(HG,U) in the strip {| Im z| ≤ γ˜} and for high-energy asymptotics
of narrow resonances.
If µmin > 0, then µmin = µM . The high-energy asymptotics of ‘physical resonances’
is described in this case by the sequences K±M,j, j = 1, . . . , rM , and, on a more rough
level, by the asymptotic density Adlog(µM + 0) − Adlog(µM − 0) in the corresponding
logarithmic strip.
6.2 Resonances of 1-D photonic crystals
A typical 1-D photonic crystal (a multi-layer optical cavity) is described by the variable
dielectric permittivity ε(x) > 0, x ∈ R, which is a piecewise constant function on R
with a finite number of steps. That is, there exists a finite partition −∞ = x−1 < x0 <
· · · < xN < xN+1 = +∞ with N ∈ N and constants ǫj ∈ R+ such that ε(x) = ǫj for
all x ∈ (xj−1, xj) , n = 0, . . . , N . For 1 ≤ j ≤ N , the intervals (xj−1, xj) represents
idealized infinite plane layers of a material with the permittivity ǫj . The semi-infinite
intervals (−∞, x0) and (xN ,+∞) represents the homogeneous outer medium (it is
assumed often that the corresponding permittivities ǫ0 and ǫN+1 are equal, however
this is not important for this section).
For electromagnetic waves that pass normally to the interfaces of the layers, the
Maxwell system can be reduced to the wave equation for a nonhomogeneous string
ε(x)∂2t v(x, t) = ∂
2
sv(x, t) (see [34] and references therein). The corresponding op-
erator Hε := − 1ε(x)∂2x is self-adjoint and nonnegative in the weighted Hilbert space
L2C(R; ε(x)dx).
The resonances of Hε are the complex numbers k 6= 0 such that there exists a
nontrivial solution f to the equation f ′′ = −k2ε(x)f(x) satisfying radiation condi-
tions on the outer intervals (−∞, x0) and (xN ,+∞). The latter means that f(x) =
f(x0)e
−ik(x−x0)ǫ
1/2
0 for x < x0 and f(x) = f(xN)e
ik(x−xN )ǫ
1/2
N+1 for x > xN . The mul-
tiplicity of a resonance k can be defined as the multiplicity of the zero at k of the
corresponding Keldysh characteristic determinant (see [32, 34]) or, equivalently, via
the algebraic multiplicity of the eigenvalue k of a special operator [12]. The multiplic-
ity of each resonance is finite.
The approach to resonances through the corresponding Keldysh characteristic de-
terminant is essentially equivalent to the approach of [14] with the determinant of a
matrix-valued function A(z) constructed by the coupling conditions. Indeed, we can
consider a 1-D photonic crystal as a weighted quantum graph with the simple linear
connectivity. It consists of edges [xj−1, xj ], which are internal for j = 1, . . . , N and
external for j = 0 and j = N + 1, equipped with the differential expressions 1
ǫj
∂2x with
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the constant coefficient 1/ǫj . The coupling of the graph is given by the conditions of
continuity of f and f ′, f(xj − 0) = f(xj +0) and f ′(xj − 0) = f ′(xj +0), j = 0, . . . , N .
Note that the latter condition is a simple version of Kirchhoff’s condition for the case
when only two edges go out of a vertex xj . (This weighted quantum graph slightly
does not fit into the class of the weighted graphs of [13, Section 8] because its coupling
conditions for the derivatives are different.)
Theorem 6.5. Assume that the multiset of resonances Σ(Hε) of Hε is nonempty. Then
#Σ(Hε) =∞ and the following statements hold:
(i) There exists γ0 > 0 such that Σ(Hε) ⊂ {z ∈ C : −γ0 ≤ Im z < 0} and 0 <
Adhor(γ0) < +∞, where Adhor(·) is the asymptotic density function defined by (6.2) for
H = Hε.
(ii) Assume, additionally, that
(xj−xj−1)ǫ
1/2
j
(xj+1−xj)ǫ
1/2
j+1
∈ Q for 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1. Then there exist
numbers β > 0, r ∈ N, and infinite sequences {kn,t}t∈Z ⊂ C, n = 1, . . . , r, such that
Σ(Hε) =
r⋃
n=1
{kn,t}t∈Z and βkn,t = 2πt− i Ln |ξn|+Arg0 ξn,
where ξn, n = 1, . . . , r, are certain complex numbers satisfying |ξn| > 1.
Proof. To obtain the Keldysh characteristic determinant F (z), the construction of the
matrix-valued function A(z) from [14] can be applied resulting in F (z) = detA(z).
Since in this process the derivatives f ′(xj − 0) are coupled only with the derivatives
f ′(xj + 0), the multiplicative factors iz are eliminated from A(z) (similarly to [14] and
the definition of resonances in [12, 32, 34]). Hence, F (z) takes the form (6.5) with
certain Cl ∈ R \ {0}. Thus, the arguments of [14], Theorem 6.1, and Corollary 6.3
can be applied to obtain all the statements of the theorem except the statement that
Σ(Hε) ∩ R = ∅, which is well-known.
7 Discussion on other classes of m-D Hamiltonians
We have described two structural levels of the asymptotic distribution of the set of
resonances Σ(H) for 3-D Schro¨dinger Hamiltonians H = Ha,Y with point interactions
and have shown how these results can be adapted to quantum graphs HG,U . This allows
us to define parameters corresponding to the asymptotics of the ‘physically relevant’
part of Σ(H), which consists of resonances lying in the logarithmic or horizontal strip
which situated closest to the real line. The method relies on the fact that, for these
two classes, resonances are zeros of exponential polynomials.
One can notice similarities between some of the features of the asymptotic struc-
tures described above and the known facts about resonances (or scattering poles) for
Dirichlet Laplacians HO = −∆ arising in obstacle scattering. The study of resonances
of HO requires more involved analytical tools and the presently available results on the
asymptotic structure of the set Σ(HO) of resonances of HO are obtained under various
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additional assumptions on the types of obstacles (see reviews in [17, 28, 55, 56]). Using
the terminology of the present paper, the works [29, 18, 48, 49, 28] give the descrip-
tion of one structural level for the intersection of Σ(HO) with a certain horizontal or
semi-cubic strip adjacent to the real line.
In more details, the case of two strictly convex obstacles [29, 18, 28] resembles
to some extend the case where a quantum graph has µmin = 0 and commensurable
lengths of edges (see Section 6.1.2) because in the both cases there exists a horizontal
strip containing an infinite number of resonances composing asymptotically horizontal
sequences. One of the differences between these two cases is that, for a quantum graph,
there exists a horizontal strip {| Im z| ≤ γ˜} such that the consideration of any wider
horizontal strip adds only a finite number of resonances, while in the case of two strictly
convex obstacles [18, 28], taking wider and wider horizontal strips one obtains more
and more additional asymptotically horizontal sequences.
Reading the works on the case of one strictly convex obstacle O, one could guess
in [47, 48, 49] (see also references therein and [30]) a program on the study of the
structure of Σ(HO) in regions adjacent to R. One of the instruments in this program
is the counting function in various shaped strips
N˜ϕ(R) = #{k ∈ Σ(H) : −ϕ(|Re k|) ≤ Im k, |k| ≤ R}, (7.1)
where the function ϕ : [0,+∞) → R describes the shape of the strip {−ϕ(|Re k|) ≤
Im k ≤ 0} (see [48]). In particular, [48, 49] work with functions ϕ of the form ϕ(ξ) =
ϕµ(ξ) = µξ
1/3, µ ≥ 0; let us denote the corresponding family of counting functions
N˜ϕ(R) by N
cub(µ, ·). Introducing similarly to (1.4) the asymptotic density functions
for cubic semi-strips
Adcubα (µ) := lim sup
R→+∞
Ncub(µ,R)
Rα
, µ ∈ R,
where an additional parameter α > 0 takes into account the possible polynomial growth
[41, 53, 47, 49], we can infer from the results of [25, 48, 49] that, in the case of a
strictly convex obstacle O ⊂ Rm satisfying additional pinching conditions of [49] on
curvatures of the boundary of O, the support of the measure dAdcubm−1(µ) is separated
from 0 and there exists a partition 0 = µ0 < µ1 < µ2 < · · · < µ2n+1 < µ2n+2 = +∞
such that supp dAdcubm−1(µ) ∩ [µ2j−1, µ2j] 6= ∅ and supp dAdcubm−1(µ) ∩ [µ2j , µ2j+1] = ∅ ,
j = 0, . . . , n. This suggests that, from the point of view of the asymptotics of ‘narrow
resonances’ (see Section 5), the two following constants have to play a special role:
µmin = inf supp dAdcubm−1(µ) and limµ→µmin+0
Adcubm−1(µ)
µ−µmin
.
It seems that very little is known about the internal structure of Σ(H) for multi-
dimensional Schro¨dinger operators H = −∆+ V in L2C(Rm) in the case of real-valued
compactly supported potentials V ∈ L∞R,comp(Rm) and an odd number m > 1. Most
of studies of this case were concentrated on the asymptotics of NH(R) for R → ∞.
On one hand, it follows from [54] that lim supR→∞NH(R)/R
m < +∞ for every V ∈
L∞R,comp(R
m), and from [11] that lim supR→∞ lnNH(R)/ lnR = m for generic V in
the same class. However, the best known lower bound for nontrivial smooth V (·) is
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lim supR→∞
NH (R)
R
> 0 [45]. A very stimulating and intriguing discussion of the existing
gap between known upper and lower bounds on the growth of NH(R) can be found
in [56, Section 2.7]. It seems that an example of a nontrivial V ∈ L∞R,comp(Rm) with
lim supR→∞ lnNH(R)/ ln < m is not known (see [56, Conjecture 1 in Section 2.7]).
Looking from this point of view on the point interaction Hamiltonians Ha,Y , one sees
that, loosely speaking, the lower bound of [45] is achieved on them in the sense that
limR→∞NHa,Y (R)/R ∈ R+ [40]. While Ha,Y do not belong to the class of operators
H = −∆ + V with V ∈ L∞R,comp(R3), it is reasonable to test on them any perspective
method of proving the equality lim supR→∞ lnNH(R)/ lnR = m, which was conjectured
in [56, Section 2.7].
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